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Brooks City Base Creates Employee South Side Housing Incentive Program  

 

(SAN ANTONIO) – Brooks City Base is launching a new housing incentive program for Brooks 

Development Authority staff. The program is designed to encourage staff to support the continued 

revitalization of the Southeast Side by providing financial incentives to either rent or own a property 

within a designated area. The primary residence must be within a three-mile radius of Brooks and 

bounded by Highway 90, Rigsby Avenue, Foster Road, Blue Wing Road and Pleasanton Road.  

 

“People are finding increasing opportunities to live and work on Brooks City Base and in the 

surrounding area and some of our staff have already realized the benefits of living here,” said Brooks 

City Base President & CEO Leo Gomez. “We want to empower more of them to do so.” 

 

The program is available to all of the Brooks Development Authority’s more than 30 employees willing 

to make a home on the south east side of town their primary residence. It is modeled after similar 

programs by entities such as the City of San Antonio, and most recently Spurs Sports and 

Entertainment. It offers up to $2,400 annually for renters and a one-time incentive of $3,600 for those 

purchasing a property in the designated area. Renters must remain employed with the organization 

and living in the unit for a minimum of 12 months; those purchasing a property must remain employed 

with Brooks and living in the home for a minimum of 24 months.  

About Brooks City Base 

Brooks City Base is a growing, mixed-use community of more than 1,200 acres where people can live, 
work, learn, and play. Since its inception, the community has attracted 26 businesses that employ 
more than 3,000 people including Mission Solar, Mission Trail Baptist Hospital, DPT Laboratories, Wyle 
Integrated Science and Engineering, Texas A&M-San Antonio Brooks City Base, VMC, Bridge PTS, Grubb 
Engineering, the City/County Emergency Operations Center, the Brooks Academy of Science and 
Engineering Charter School, The Landings at Brooks City Base apartment community, and a variety of 
restaurants and retail stores. For more information, visit www.brookscity-base.com.  
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